
GOODS

Props to lend charm and whimsy

The right touch

OFFERED BY: BARBOUR BACKDROPS AND PROPS

TUFFETS, like all of Barbour’s props, are interchangeable and can be mixed and matched to meet

the photographer’s exact vision. You have the choice of up to 15 different

finishes for the wooden, square base, and the cushion can be covered

in one of the 30 different fabric options. The cushion is removable,

and additional tops can be added. There are four base styles to choose

from, and each one offers two looks. PRICE: $225. One of the unique

aspects of a Barbour Set is the fantastic

STATELY BASEBOARDS. These 10-inch-

high baseboards come in about 14 different

finishes and any length from 4 to 14 feet. Stately

baseboards attach to backdrops using a

magnetic system, allowing quick changes and

mounting. PRICE: $180 FOR 8 FEET. The

wide JAMESTOWN PLANK with its

distressed look is one of two variations of floors available from Barbour. In 4x8

and 8x8 sizes, this portable, user-friendly flooring is great for studios and

location photography. This faux wood floor, crafted in plaster and glazed, is

lightweight and rolls up for storage. PRICE: $400 FOR 4X8 FEET.

barbourbackdrops.com

OFFERED BY: BUGS-N-BLOOMS

Bugs-n-Blooms specializes in nylon butterfly and fairy WINGS and TUTUS,

plus dragonfy, ladybug, bumblebee and daisy flower decor for little girls. These

props will treat the little princess to a day she’ll never forget. Decorations come

in a variety of styles, colors and sizes. Butterfly costume sets include matching

wings, tutu, headband, and fairy wand. PRICE: WINGS FROM $8.95.

bugs-n-blooms.com

OFFERED BY: APR PROPS 

The APR RETRO CHAIR is a pleasing poser for senior, family and children’s portraits. The swivel

seat and open back make it easy use. Its retro look and leather-like upholstery will appeal to

subjects of all ages. Comes in both black and white. PRICE: $169.95. aprprops.com
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The right prop can bring delight to a child’s face or
complement a backdrop in a way that brings the whole
look together. These companies aim to please with
a selection of clutchables, couches and more.



OFFERED BY: DENNY MANUFACTURING CO. 

The Denny BABY BED is the perfect prop for a sleeping newborn.

It’s available in white or brown and includes a ready-to-cover pad

that allows you to easily change out colors for boys or girls. Beds

are made of wood and easily collapse for quick storage and

transport to location shoots. Sweet dreams included. PRICE:

$199. dennymfg.com
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OFFERED BY: DESIGN REVOLUTION

The SPRINKLES RETRO COUCH is perfect for newborns,

toddlers and sibling groupings. Measuring 36x16x16 inches, 

it comes in a variety of colors. PRICE: $275.

designrevolutiononline.com

OFFERED BY: 

MARKETING AND PROPS 

FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS

Cast from antiques, these ANTIQUE

WOODEN BOWL REPLICAS feel

and look like real wood, but they are made

from resin. The bowls and trenchers are

the perfect width to hold newborns 

(13-27 inches long, up to 15 inches wide).

PRICE: FROM $35.

lifesimages.com/photographers
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OFFERED BY: 

SAVVY PHOTOGRAPHER

Instantly transform the look of any

studio or tight space into rustic country, urban loft chic or garden cottage with a simple, quick flooring change. SAVVY FLOORING is designed to

be rollable, non-slip, realistic looking, lightweight and durable. The smooth surface is easily cleaned and the soft construction allows for quick, easy

storage. Machine washable and dryable with slip-resistant backing, neoprene cushioning, anti-microbial and stain-resistant microfibers, and 20

percent recycled content. PRICE: FROM $27. thesavvyphotographerstore.com
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OFFERED BY: VIRTUAL BACKGROUNDS

The 7-PIECE POSER is an ideal posing aid for photographers with

limited studio space. It comes with a main base unit and six collapsible

steps in three heights. The poser can be used for groups, families or

couples, and turned on end, it becomes a posing table or for wee ones.

Made with a black finish, it can also be covered with cloth to blend with

other settings. PRICE: $495. virtualbackgrounds.net  n

See more from Robyn L. Pollman at paperieboutique.com and
buttonsandbowsphotography.com.

©Virtual Backgrounds


